	
  

Installing the CI Remote into a Ceiling Tile
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The guide will show the steps
necessary to install the US
Digital Designs G2 Color
Indicator Remote into a dropceiling tile. The Color Indicator
Remote box contains the
following items:

For drop ceiling mounting, a tile
bridge is required but not
included. We recommend the
Bogen TB8 (shown here).
http://www.bogen.com/products/pdfs/ac
cessories/RE84m.pdf
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From Left to Right:
♦ Low Voltage Wall Box
♦ Wall Box Adapter Plate1
♦ Color Indicator Remote
♦ Tile Bridge Adapter Plate
1
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Located on back of the CI Remote	
  

The Tile Bride Adapter plate is
positioned over the tile bridge as
shown.
Note that the tile bridge is facing
up.
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The tabs on the tile bridge are
folded around the slots in the tile
bridge adapter plate—locking it
in place.
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Here the tab is folded over to
lock the adapter plate in place.
This adapter plate works best
with the Bogen TB8 tile bridge.
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Place the assembled tile bride
and adapter plate on the ceiling
tile and center it carefully. We
are showing the tile face up
here for clarity but you should
mark and cut on the back of the
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Mark the tile and cut out the
opening carefully with the tool of
your choice.
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Here the finished tile is shown
ready for the low voltage box to
be installed.
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The cut ceiling tile should be
placed face up on top of the tile
bridge and adapter plate. Insert
the plastic low voltage box
through the ceiling tile and into
the tile bridge with the adapter
plate.
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The 3 dividers in the low
voltage box should be
removed and discarded.
	
  

Using a screwdriver, tighten
down the locking tabs from the
front of the low voltage box.
Make sure the locking tabs
reach through the tile and grab
onto the back of the tile bridge
adapter plate.
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The wall box adapter plate is
now mounted to the plastic low
voltage wall box using the 4
provided screws.
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You are now ready to attach the
CI Remote to this bracket.

Check that the threaded inserts
on the adapter plate face away
from the tile.
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Position the CI Remote over the
bracket so that the threaded
inserts on the adapter plate go
into the recesses on the back of
the CI Remote.
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Again, check to make sure the
threaded inserts on the adapter
plate face away from the tile.
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Attach the Color Indicator
Remote using the 4 captive
panel screws on the front. The
CI Remote should sit flush
against the tile. Do not over
tighten these screws.
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The CAT5/CAT6 POE (Power
Over Ethernet) cable should be
plugged into the “POE IN”
connector. If you are daisychaining multiple CI Remotes,
the cable to the next CI Remote
should plug into the “POE OUT”
connector.
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The CI Remote and ceiling tile
are now ready to be installed in
the ceiling.
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